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UNIT

01 My Pen Pal, Stacey
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 expect

기대하다

3 mailbox

우편함

5 encourage

용기를 북돋우다

7 disappointed

실망한

9 look

보다

2 pen pal

펜팔, 편지로 사귄 친구

4 empty

텅빈

6 envelope

봉투

8 mail carrier
10 try

집배원
시도〔노력〕하다

B Choose the correct words.

1 You ( look / expect ) great in that red dress.
2 He forgot to put a stamp on the ( notebook / envelope ).
3 I ( try / give ) to go to the library every day.
4 The ( mail carrier / mailbox ) is knocking at the door with a letter.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 Her dad
2 I didn’t

her to try new things.

encouraged
expect

you to become an actor.

3 She opened the box and found it
4 We were
4

disappointed

disappointed

empty

encouraged

.

to find the bookstore closed.

empty
expect

Section 1
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SECTION 1
My Pen Pal

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 Now / looking / into / the mailbox / I’m / .
		 Now I’m looking into the mailbox.
2 yet / come / the mail carrier / hasn’t / Perhaps / .
		 Perhaps the mail carrier hasn’t come yet.

E Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences.

1 Stacey is my American pen pal ( whom / who ) lives in California.
		 Stacey is my American pen pal who lives in California.
2 The letter ( which / whose ) is on the table is for you.
		 The letter which is on the table is for you.
3 The envelope ( who / which ) has “VIA AIR MAIL” on it is thin.
		 The envelope which has “VIA AIR MAIL” on it is thin.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

I bought a new car. The car is very expensive.
> I bought a new car which〔 that〕

2

I like the girl. The girl lives next door.
>

3

is very expensive.

I like the girl who〔that〕 lives next door.

She has a son. He is a pilot.
>

She has a son who〔that〕 is a pilot.

Unit 01
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UNIT

02 Stacey’s Letter
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 copy

복사하다, 흉내 내다

2 handwriting

글씨체, 친필

3 mean

의미하다

4 convertible

지붕을 접을 수 있게 된 자동차

5 wag

6 culture

흔들다

7 neatly

8 bushy

깔끔하게

9 style

문화
털이 많은, 덥수룩한

10 ride

방식

타다

B Choose the correct words.

1 What does this gesture
a. mean
b. take
2 I always
a. wag

?
c. check

my bike to school.
b. ride

3 Amy was dressed
a. kindly

c. copy
for the business meeting.

b. bushily

c. neatly

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 Kids easily

copy

what they see on TV.

2 He enjoys working with people from different
3 His

handwriting

4 His dog
6

cultures
cultures

is so bad that I can’t read his letter.

wagged

its tail in excitement.

.

wagged
handwriting
copy

Section 1
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SECTION 1
My Pen Pal

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 copy / try / handwriting / her / to / style / I / .
		 I try to copy her handwriting style.
2 dream / visiting / I / in / of / the USA / Stacey / .
		 I dream of visiting Stacey in the USA.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 Stacey is a girl who handwriting is easy to read.
		 Stacey is a girl whose handwriting is easy to read.
2 Stacey has an older brother that new car is a convertible.
		 Stacey has an older brother whose new car is a convertible.
3 Stacey also has a dog which tail is bushy and long.
		 Stacey also has a dog whose tail is bushy and long.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

He is the artist. His paintings sell for a good price.
> He is the artist whose paintings sell for a good price.

2

He met a woman. Her first name is Paula.
>

3

He met a woman whose first name is Paula.

I have a friend. His dog is very big.
>

I have a friend whose dog is very big.

Unit 02
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UNIT

03 Stacey’s Offer
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 share

공유하다

2 continue

3 refuse

거절하다

4 permission

5 scream

괴성을 지르다, 비명을 지르다

7 stay

머무르다

9 offer

제안

계속하다
허락

6 invite

초대하다

8 vacation

방학, 휴가

10 decide

결정하다

B Choose the correct words.

1 I’ll ( stay / use ) at home this weekend.
2 Sally doesn’t want to ( share / scream ) a room with her sister.
3 He wants to ( stay / continue ) his studies in the USA.
4 When will your summer ( offer / vacation ) start?

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 He made me an
2 I want to

8

invite

offer

to work with him.

Jack’s family to my home.

3 Do not open the box without my

permission

4 I know she is going to

my offer.

refuse

.

permission
invite
refuse
offer

Section 1
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SECTION 1
My Pen Pal

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 asked / She / for / permission / parents / her / .
		 She asked her parents for permission.
2 will / show / They / California / around / me / .
		 They will show me around California.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 She is a friend whose I can share my thoughts with.
		 She is a friend who(m)〔that〕 I can share my thoughts with.
2 Stacey makes me an offer who I cannot refuse.
		 Stacey makes me an offer that〔which〕 I cannot refuse.
3 This is something whom your dad has to decide.
		 This is something which〔that〕 your dad has to decide.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

She is the girl. I met the girl in the library yesterday.
> She is the girl who(m)〔 that〕

2

This is a very famous painting. I like the painting very
much.
>

3

I met in the library yesterday.

This is a very famous painting which〔that〕 I like very much.

Do you like the plants? I bought the plants for you.
>

Do you like the plants which〔that〕 I bought for you?

Unit 03
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UNIT

04 Dad’s Permission
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 set

(상을) 차리다

2 chore

허드렛일

3 let

~하게 하다

4 enter

들어가다〔오다〕

5 reply

대답하다

6 hug

7 dream

꿈을 꾸다

8 greet

9 give

~을 주다

10 great

포옹
인사하다
굉장한

B Choose the correct words.

1 She gave the baby a great big ( hug / chore ).
2 I sometimes ( dream / break ) of leaving for London.
3 She will be a ( great / greet ) artist someday.
4 I will ( reply / get ) to the email from Ann.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 Can you
2 You should

set
enter

the table for six people?
the room with your shoes off.

3 My grandparents always
4 Can you
10

give

greet

me with big smiles.

me something cold to drink?

give
set
greet
enter

Section 1
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SECTION 1
My Pen Pal

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 chores / one / of / the table / is / my / Setting / .
		 Setting the table is one of my chores.
2 have / a pen pal / great / to / It’s / !
		 It’s great to have a pen pal!

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 It is to meet Stacey when I really want.
		 It is to meet Stacey that I really want.
2 I greet my dad where he enters the house.
		 I greet my dad when he enters the house.
3 I does dream of meeting Stacey.
		 I do dream of meeting Stacey.

F 	Write the sentences using 「It was... that ~」 .

1

Sarah

she gave you a call yesterday

It was Sarah that gave you a call yesterday.

2

Sam

he surprised me

It was Sam that surprised me.

3

John

he spilt the milk

It was John that spilt the milk.

Unit 04
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UNITS 01~04

I Know the Story
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 chore

2 enter

허드렛일

3 hug

4 mailbox

포옹

5 encourage

들어가다〔오다〕
우편함

6 culture

용기를 북돋우다

문화

7 neatly

깔끔하게

8 mean

의미하다

9 continue

계속하다

10 scream

괴성을 지르다, 비명을 지르다

B Choose the correct words.

1 Don’t be ( happily / disappointed ) about the result.
2 I ( dream / hope ) of becoming a pilot.
3 He wants to ( invite / visit ) Sally to the party.
4 They ( expect / look ) tired after the meeting.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 We will

give

2 There was not an

you one more chance.
empty

3 You can’t enter without
4 I can’t
12

decide

seat in the bus.

permission

.

what to write about.

empty
give
decide
permission

Section 1
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SECTION 1
My Pen Pal

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 understand / American / I / culture / can / better / .
		 I can understand American culture better.
2 to / has / Stacey / me / visit / her / invited / .
		 Stacey has invited me to visit her.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 It’s a letter in my pen pal, Stacey.
		 It’s a letter from my pen pal, Stacey.
2 Her dog wags its tail what they go for walks.
		 Her dog wags its tail when they go for walks.
3 I hope that he lets me to go the USA.
		 I hope that he lets me go to the USA.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

I know a boy. The boy can speak four languages.
> I know a boy who〔 that〕

2

Where is the picture? The picture was hanging on the
wall.
>

3

can speak four languages.

Where is the picture which〔that〕 was hanging on the wall?

Liz is my friend. She talks a lot about her brother.
>

Liz is my friend who〔that〕 talks a lot about her brother.

I Know the Story

Perfect Reading 12워크북.indd 13
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UNIT

05 A Peaceful Town
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 hill

언덕

2 squirrel

3 backyard

뒤뜰

4 porch

현관

5 sunset

해질녘, 일몰

6 glow

빛

7 bright

밝은

9 pearl

진주

8 favorite

다람쥐

가장 좋아하는

10 field

들판

B Choose the correct words.

1 I saw many beautiful flowers in the ( field / sea ).
2 I saw the beautiful ( sunset / porch ) at the beach.
3 She always wears ( bushy / bright ) colors like yellow.
4 We climbed to the top of the ( street / hill ).

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 She has a little garden in her
2 This

pearl

backyard

.

ring is the cheapest in this shop.

favorite
glow

3 I enjoyed watching the
in the sky.
4 Swimming is one of my
14

glow

of the sunset

pearl
backyard

favorite

sports.

Section 2
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SECTION 2
Where Have the Squirrels Gone?

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 in / They / the sky / watch / could / the sunset / .
		 They could watch the sunset in the sky.
2 would / Pristine / the bench / sit / her / with / father / on / .
		 Pristine would sit on the bench with her father.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 Pristine always said when the red glow from the sunset was very
beautiful.
		

Pristine always said that the red glow from the sunset was very beautiful.

2 Her father said that the stars in the sky is like pearls in Pristine’s eyes.
		 Her father said that the stars in the sky were like pearls in Pristine’s eyes.

F 	Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meaning.

1

He said, “I want to buy a notebook computer.”
> He said that he wanted to buy a notebook computer.

2

She said, “I am angry with my brother.”
>

3

She said that she was angry with her brother.

I said, “I go shopping with Sally.”
>

I said that I went shopping with Sally.

Unit 05
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UNIT

06 When the Trucks Left
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 arrive

2 block

도착하다

막다

3 factory

공장

4 pass

지나가다

5 noise

소음

6 appear

나타나다

7 sunlight

햇빛

8 leave

떠나다

9 road

도로

10 stand

서다, 위치하다

B Choose the correct words.

1 They are ready to
a. copy

for Rome.
b. block

c. leave

2 The cars are waiting for the kids to
a. try
b. pass

.
c. climb

3 He didn’t see the sign on the
a. porch
b. road

.
c. sunlight

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 The train will

arrive

2 This plant gets a lot of

16

at 2 o’clock at the station.
sunlight

by the window.

3 I often hear a loud

noise

4 Rainbows

only after it rains.

appear

from next door.

sunlight
appear
noise
arrive

Section 2
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SECTION 2
Where Have the Squirrels Gone?

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 in / Pristine’s / Many / arrived / town / trucks / .
		 Many trucks arrived in Pristine’s town.
2 a train / to / was / station / there / Next / the factory, / .
		 Next to the factory, there was a train station.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 When they left, there were a tall building next to her house.
		 When they left, there was a tall building next to her house.
2 Block the sunlight, the tall buildings stood behind her house.
		 Blocking the sunlight, the tall buildings stood behind her house.
3 Passed behind Pristine’s house, the train made loud noises every day.
		 Passing behind Pristine’s house, the train made loud noises every day.

F 	Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meaning.

1

Julia said goodbye, then she got on the train.
> Saying goodbye, Julia got on the train.

2

Emily listened to music, and she sat on the sofa.
>

3

Listening to music, Emily sat on the sofa.

They are sitting on the grass, and they are taking
pictures.
>

Sitting on the grass, they are taking pictures.

Unit 06
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UNIT

07 A Polluted Town
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 change

2 shine

바뀌다, 변하다

3 wither

시들다

5 smoke

연기

빛나다, 반짝이다

4 pollute

오염시키다

6 peaceful

7 noisy

시끄러운

9 dirty

더러운

평화로운

8 die

죽다

10 begin

시작하다

B Choose the correct words.

1 What time does the movie ( begin / shine )?
2 It’s raining, but the sun will ( pass / shine ) tomorrow.
3 Wash your ( dirty / bright ) hands before eating.
4 The building was filled with ( hill / smoke ).

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 I won’t

change

my mind about the decision.

2 Smoke from the fire
3 My baby brother looks

pollutes

the air.

peaceful

4 I didn’t water the flowers, so they
18

pollutes

when he sleeps.
withered

peaceful

.

withered
change

Section 2
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SECTION 2
Where Have the Squirrels Gone?

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 in / began / the garden / The flowers / to / wither / .
		 The flowers in the garden began to wither.
2 in / The green / the field / to / grass / began / turn / brown / .
		 The green grass in the field began to turn brown.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 Block by the tall buildings, the sun did not shine on her house.
		 (Being) Blocked by the tall buildings, the sun did not shine on her house.
2 Polluting by the smoke from the factories and cars, the air was dirty.
		 (Being) Polluted by the smoke from the factories and cars, the air was dirty.
3 The town was very noisy because many cars.
		 The town was very noisy because of many cars.

F 	Rewrite the sentences so that they have the same meaning.

1

When she was left alone, she started to cry.
> (Being) Left alone, she started to cry.

2

As I was surprised by the news, I couldn’t do anything.
>

3

(Being) Surprised by the news, I couldn’t do anything.

As it was painted by Picasso, the picture was expensive.
>

(Being) Painted by Picasso, the picture was expensive.

Unit 07
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UNIT

08 Move to a Peaceful Town
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 miss
3 happen

2 barbecue

그리워하다

바비큐

발생하다

4 move

이사하다, 위치를 옮기다

5 place

장소

6 follow

따라가다

7 warm

따뜻한

8 garden

정원

9 cute

귀여운

10 answer

대답하다

B Choose the correct words.

1 When did the accident ( miss / happen )?
2 I think your puppy is really ( cute / neatly ).
3 I couldn’t find a ( place / garden ) to park my car.
4 Every day I ( move / miss ) you so much.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 The police began to

are you going to
2 When
apartment?
3 You don’t have to

the man in a black suit.

follow

answer

move

move
answer

personal questions.

4 She planted many flowers in the
20

into your new

garden

.

garden
follow

Section 2
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SECTION 2
Where Have the Squirrels Gone?

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 old / missed / town / her / very / Pristine / much / .
		 Pristine missed her old town very much.
2 to / I / the sun / follow / and / want / the stars / .
		 I want to follow the sun and the stars. / I want to follow the stars and the sun.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 Do you know what did happen to the squirrels?
		 Do you know what happened to the squirrels?
2 Can you tell me where the sun and the stars did go?
		 Can you tell me where the sun and the stars went?
3 They moved to a place what they can see the sunset and the stars.
		 They moved to a place where they can see the sunset and the stars.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

Do you know? Where is my necklace?
> Do you know where my necklace is?

2

Do you know? Where is Steve from?
>

3

Do you know where Steve is from?

Can you tell me? What do they teach us?
>

Can you tell me what they teach us?

Unit 08
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UNITS 05 ~08

I Know the Story
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 hill

언덕

2 squirrel

3 porch

현관

4 block

막다

5 wither

시들다

6 smoke

연기

7 sunset

해질녘, 일몰

8 noisy

시끄러운

9 miss

그리워하다

10 follow

따라가다

다람쥐

B Choose the correct words.

1 That’s not an easy question to ( follow / answer ).
2 The flight from Rome will ( arrive / pass ) on time.
3 We enjoyed a ( peaceful / busy ) life in the country.
4 If it’s ( warm / rainy ) tomorrow, we’ll go hiking.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 The workers at the

factory

2 Jenny’s Kitchen is my
3 He suddenly
4 I need to
22

favorite

appeared

change

work hard.
restaurant.

at Sarah’s birthday party.

this T-shirt. It’s too small for me.

favorite
change
appeared
factory

Section 2
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SECTION 2
Where Have the Squirrels Gone?

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 gone / The squirrels / the trees / in / were / .
		 The squirrels in the trees were gone.
2 beautiful / missed / the / sunset / Pristine / .
		 Pristine missed the beautiful sunset.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 She enjoyed watch the bright stars in the night sky.
		 She enjoyed watching the bright stars in the night sky.
2 Every day new something appeared in Pristine’s town.
		 Every day something new appeared in Pristine’s town.
3 Pristine’s family moved to a peaceful town when they can love the sun.
		 Pristine’s family moved to a peaceful town where they can love the sun.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

Can you tell me? Why is he unhappy?
> Can you tell me why he is unhappy?

2

Do you know? Where is Market Street?
>

3

Do you know where Market Street is?

Can you tell me? When is he leaving for London?
>

Can you tell me when he is leaving for London?

I Know the Story
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UNIT

09 A Squirrel and a Crow
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 crow

까마귀

3 trunk

나무의 줄기

5 plow

(밭을) 갈다, 경작하다

6 stretch

~을 펴다

준비하다

8 breeze

산들바람

7 prepare
9 wing

2 cultivate

경작하다

4 nest

둥지

10 nap

날개

낮잠

B Choose the correct words.

1 Her feet are as black as a
a. crow
b. chore
2 How many
a. wings

.
c. close

do bees have?
b. tails

c. ears

3 My baby sister is taking a
a. neck
b. top

in the baby room.
c. nap

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 The blue bird is building a
2 They want to
3 You should

cultivate
stretch

4 I didn’t have time to
24

nest

in the tree.

their part of this land.
your legs during break time.
prepare

for the test.

cultivate
stretch
nest
prepare

Section 3
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SECTION 3
No Pain, No Gain

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 a field / They / owned / together / .
		 They owned a field together.
2 the field / plowed / all / The squirrel / day / .
		 The squirrel plowed the field all day.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 They decided to cultivate the field to preparing for winter.
		 They decided to cultivate the field to prepare for winter.
2 Come to plowed the field.
		 Come to plow the field.
3 The lazy crow took a nap instead of work with the squirrel.
		 The lazy crow took a nap instead of working with the squirrel.

F 	Write the sentences using the given phrases.

1

went to the library

study for the test

I went to the library to study for the test.

2

exercise every day

stay healthy

I exercise every day to stay healthy.

3

got up early

catch the first train

I got up early to catch the first train.

Unit 09
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UNIT

10 Planting the Seeds Alone
Word Practice
A Write each word or phrase in your language.

1 seed
3 sprout

씨, 씨앗

2 plant

(나무, 씨앗 등을) 심다

싹이 나다, 자라기 시작하다

4 cloud

구름

잡초를 뽑다

6 yawn

하품하다

5 weed
7 instead of
9 lie

~ 대신에

8 lazy

게으른

눕다

10 wash

씻다

B Choose the correct words.

1 There is no ( cloud / crowd ) in the sky.
2 I often ( cry / yawn ) even when I’m not sleepy.
3 New leaves on the tree will ( sprout / scream ) in a few days.
4 He is so ( diligent / lazy ) that he doesn’t do anything at home.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 Your

seed

2 She wants to

will begin to grow next week.
plant

some roses in her garden.


bed isn’t big enough for two people to
3 The
down on.
4 When you arrive home,
26

wash

lie

wash
seed
plant
lie

your hands first.
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SECTION 3
No Pain, No Gain

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 first / clean / my / have / I / to / nest / .
		 I have to clean my nest first.
2 by / weeded / The squirrel / the field / herself / .
		 The squirrel weeded the field by herself.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 We have to buy some seeds to planting.
		 We have to buy some seeds to plant.
2 The lazy crow lay back watched the clouds.
		 The lazy crow lay back watching the clouds.
3 It is time for weed the field.
		 It is time to weed the field.

F 	Write the sentences using the given phrases.

1

have a lot of work

do

I have a lot of work to do.

2

need a chair

sit on

I need a chair to sit on.

3

want something cold

drink

I want something cold to drink.

Unit 10
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UNIT

11 Harvesting the Grain Alone
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 bear
3 harvest
5 wry

2 grain

(꽃이나 열매를) 맺다

곡물

4 separate

수확하다

분리하다

찌푸린, 찡그린

6 scratch

긁다

빗질하다

8 market

시장

7 comb
9 pile

10 load

더미

~을 싣다

B Choose the correct words.

1 I try to eat ( grains / trunks ) and vegetables.
2 They ( comb / harvest ) corn in September.
3 Please ( bear / separate ) the bottles from the trash.
4 Hold the cat, so it doesn’t ( scratch / prepare ) the table.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 She

combs

her hair every day, so her hair is very neat.

2 He sells vegetables at the

market

3 There is an old textbook in the
4 Will you help me
28

load

.
pile

pile
market

of books.

the boxes in my cart?

load
combs
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SECTION 3
No Pain, No Gain

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 nest / out / come / didn’t / his / from / The crow / .
		 The crow didn’t come out from his nest.
2 There / piles / golden / of / were / grain / .
		 There were piles of golden grain.

E Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences.

1 I hope to ( harvest / harvesting ) the grain today.
		 I hope to harvest the grain today.
2 I want ( to loaded / to load ) the grain onto the cart.
		 I want to load the grain onto the cart.
3 I want ( to take / take ) it to the market.
		 I want to take it to the market.

F 	Write the sentences using the given phrases.

1

forgot

lock the door

I forgot to lock the door.

2

want

eat some ice cream

I want to eat some ice cream.

3

decided

sell my house

I decided to sell my house.

Unit 11
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UNIT

12 No Share for the Lazy Crow
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 jingle

짤랑짤랑 소리나다

3 divide

나누다

5 share

몫

6 flick

휙 움직이다

탐욕스럽게

8 silly

바보같은

가격

10 drop

떨어뜨리다

7 greedily
9 price

2 count

수를 세다

4 obvious

명백한

B Choose the correct words.

1 ( Count / Get ) how many coins you have.
2 John ( plowed / dropped ) his gloves on a chair.
3 I bought the bike at a special ( price / pile ).
4 Dave said his ( share / shelf ) of the pie was too small.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 We have to

divide

the cake into four pieces.

2 He picked up the gold ring
3 It was

obvious

4 He must be
30

greedily

.

that she was telling a lie.
silly

to ask such a stupid question.

greedily
obvious
divide
silly
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SECTION 3
No Pain, No Gain

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 came / a / home / The squirrel / big / with / bag / .
		 The squirrel came home with a big bag.
2 It / jingling / was / with / money / .
		 It was jingling with money.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 She didn’t know how selling it.
		 She didn’t know how to sell it.
2 I don’t know how say this.
		 I don’t know how to say this.
3 Let’s count and dividing the money together.
		 Let’s count and divide the money together.

F 	Write the sentences using the given phrases.

1

she

teach me

swim

how

She teaches me how to swim.

2

I

don’t know

buy

what

I don’t know what to buy.

3

she

tell me

get to the airport

how

She tells me how to get to the airport.

Unit 12
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UNITS 09~12

I Know the Story
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 crow

2 cultivate

경작하다

낮잠

4 seed

씨, 씨앗

잡초를 뽑다

6 grain

곡물

7 scratch

긁다

8 count

수를 세다

9 obvious

명백한

까마귀

3 nap
5 weed

10 drop

떨어뜨리다

B Choose the correct words.

1 We found a bird’s ( nest / seed ) in a tree.
2 ( Stretch / Shine ) your arms and legs.
3 Why are you making a ( happy / wry ) face? Is there any problems?
4 Why don’t we ( plant / plan ) some tomatoes this year?

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 I can’t stop

2 I have only a week to

prepare

3 The teacher

the class into two groups.

4 They are
32

during the class.

yawning

separated

harvesting

for the meeting.

potatoes in the farm.

prepare
yawning
harvesting
separated
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SECTION 3
No Pain, No Gain

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 tree / nest / in / built / The crow / his / the same / .
		 The crow built his nest in the same tree.
2 grain / All / the plants / bore / lots of / .
		 All the plants bore lots of grain.

E Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences.

1 ( Stretching / Stretch ) his wings, he said, “You can go first.”
		 Stretching his wings, he said, “You can go first.”
2 She ( separate / separated ) the grains from the stems.
		 She separated the grains from the stems.
3 I have ( washing / to wash ) my face first.
		 I have to wash my face first.

F 	Write the sentences using the given phrases.

1

run regularly

lose weight

I run regularly to lose weight.

2

need a key

get in the house

I need a key to get in the house.

3

go for a walk

get some fresh air

I go for a walk to get some fresh air.

I Know the Story
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UNIT

13 The Special Olympics
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 special

특별한

2

participant

참가자

3 physically

신체적으로

4

challenged

장애가 있는

5 mentally

정신적으로

6

athlete

7 disabled

장애를 가진

8

nervous

긴장한

9 popular

인기 있는

gather

모이다

10

운동선수

B Choose the correct words.

1 Her parents want her to be an ( athlete / envelope ).
2 I’m so ( nervous / tired ) that I can’t calm down.
3 Some people ( gathered / helped ) around the table.
4 This jazz band is very ( noisy / popular ) in Europe.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 I want to do something

special

2 Do you think climbing that tree is
3 You must not make fun of
4 The
34

participant

disabled

for Christmas.
physically

possible?

people.

was 30 years old with two children.

participant
special
physically
disabled
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SECTION 4
True Happiness

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 runners / were / at / getting / Nine / the start line / ready / .
		 Nine runners were getting ready at the start line.
2 all / for / They / waiting / the gun / were / .
		 They were all waiting for the gun.
E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.


were many people gathered around the track because the
1 There
100m dash.
		

There were many people gathered around the track because of the 100m dash.


were all waiting to see the 100m dash because of it is one of
2 They
the most popular events at the Special Olympics.
		

They were all waiting to see the 100m dash because it is one of the most popular

		

events at the Special Olympics.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

I like her. She is honest.
> I like her because she is honest.

2

She didn’t go to school. She was sick.
>

3

She didn’t go to school because she was sick.

Dean stayed in the house. It was raining outside.
>

Dean stayed in the house because it was raining outside.

Unit 13
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UNIT

14 Their Real Goal
Word Practice
A Write each word or phrase in your language.

1 trouble
3 fall
5 tumble

문제

2 goal

목표

넘어지다

4 track

트랙

6 slow down

구르다

7 turn

돌다

9 race

경주

(속도·진행을) 늦추다

8 care

관심을 가지다

10 cry

울다

B Choose the correct words.

1 No one expected Jack to win the ( show / race ).
2 He is always in ( trouble / problem ) at school.
3 My ( weakness / goal ) is to be a famous runner.
4 Be careful not to ( fall / climb ) down the stairs.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 The light will be red soon. Please
2 They don’t

care

slow down

36

turned

what happens to me.

3 When she heard the bad news, she began to
turned
4 I
dark.

.

slow down
cry

around and saw someone moving in the

.

cry
care
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SECTION 4
True Happiness

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 started / All / nine / out / runners / .
		 All nine runners started out.
2 of / times / tumbled / The boy / a couple / .
		 The boy tumbled a couple of times.

E Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences.


only cared about ( how / what ) every runner would get across
1 They
the finish line.
		

They only cared about how every runner would get across the finish line.


other runners slowed down and looked back to see ( who / why )
2 The
the boy was crying.
		

The other runners slowed down and looked back to see why the boy was crying.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

Can you tell me the reason? Why did you come home
so late?
> Can you tell me (the reason) why you came home so late?

2

I don’t know the reason. Why is Sally angry with me?
>

3

I don’t know (the reason) why Sally is angry with me.

Can you tell me the way? How does this machine work?
>

Can you tell me how〔the way〕 this machine works?

Unit 14
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UNIT

15 Achieving Their Goal
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 bend

구부리다

2 link

연결하다, 잇다

3 stadium

경기장

5 achieve

성취하다

6 heart-warming

7 amazingly

놀랍게도

8 cheer

응원하다

순간

10 wonder

궁금해하다

9 moment

4 impress

감동시키다
마음이 따뜻해지는

B Choose the correct words.

1 We’re here to ( cheer / gather ) you up.
2 He will be back in a ( fact / moment ).
3 You can ( achieve / arrive ) everything you want.
4 The new road will ( link / block ) the two cities.

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 She is

2 I tried to
3 Next,
4 I
38

good at memorizing.

amazingly
impress
bend

wonder

her with a surprise party.

over and touch the ground.

why she doesn’t call me.

bend
amazingly
wonder
impress
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SECTION 4
True Happiness

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 This / it / will / better / make / .
		 This will make it better.
2 up / the boy / The runners / lifted / .
		 The runners lifted up the boy.
E Choose the correct words and rewrite the sentences.


one of the eight runners ran to the boy to see ( why / if )
1 Every
he was okay.
		

Every one of the eight runners ran to the boy to see if he was okay.

2 Everyone in the stadium was ( impressed / impress ).
		 Everyone in the stadium was impressed.
3 People still wonder ( as / if ) the runners were angels.
		 People still wonder if the runners were angels.
F 	Write the sentences using if .

1

wonder

You’d like to have dinner with me.

I wonder if you’d like to have dinner with me.

2

want to

know

The news is true.

I want to know if the news is true.

3

asked

Dad

I could use the computer.

I asked Dad if I could use the computer.

Unit 15
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UNIT

16 True Winners
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 winner

우승자

2 prove

증명하다

3 valuable

가치 있는

4 lesson

교훈

5 meaningful

의미 있는

6 delay

미루다

7 true

8 happiness

참된, 진실된

9 important

10 heart

중요한

행복
마음

B Choose the correct words.

1 The ring is very
a. busy
2 He often
a. goes

to me.
b. kind

c. meaningful

paying his bills.
b. delays

3 It’s very
a. important

c. starts

to believe in yourself.
b. disappointed

c. fun

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 He is the

winner

2 There is no way to

of the contest.
that he is lying.

prove

3 The job has given him a lot of
4 You will learn a
40

lesson

valuable

valuable

experience.

from this failure.

winner
prove
lesson
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SECTION 4
True Happiness

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 were / all / Why / winners / they / ?
		 Why were they all winners?
2 is / not / Winning / always / important / .
		 Winning is not always important.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 This was a race what everyone was a winner.
		 This was a race where everyone was a winner.
2 Their hearts were bigger that most people’s.
		 Their hearts were bigger than most people’s.
3 True happiness comes whose we all are winners.
		 True happiness comes when we all are winners.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

I know the house. He lives there.
> I know the house where he lives.

2

I remember the time. I was so happy in that time.
>

3

I remember the time when I was so happy.

Do you know the shop? I can buy pretty clothes there.
>

Do you know the shop where I can buy pretty clothes?

Unit 16
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UNITS 13~16

I Know the Story
Word Practice
A Write each word in your language.

1 participant

2 physically

참가자

3 mentally

신체적으로

정신적으로

4 tumble

구르다

5 race

경주

6 trouble

문제

7 goal

목표

8 impress

감동시키다

놀랍게도

10 moment

순간

9 amazingly

B Choose the correct words.

1 All of the Olympic ( athletes / pen pals ) will stay in this hotel.
2 I don’t have any ( usual / special ) plan this summer vacation.
3 When I ( bend / see ) my left arm, I feel pain.
4 Money cannot bring you ( price / happiness ).

C Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

1 She is nervous
new school.

about making new friends at her
achieve

2 Soccer is the most
3 His goal is to
4 She didn’t
42

popular

achieve
turn

sport among the boys.

the highest grade on the test.

nervous
turn
popular

around as she walked out.
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SECTION 4
True Happiness

Sentence Practice
D Unscramble the words to make sentences.

1 they / one / were / boy / When / running, / fell / on / the track / .
		 When they were running, one boy fell on the track.
2 delay / may / our / have / We / goal / to / .
		 We may have to delay our goal.

E Correct the underlined parts and rewrite the sentences.

1 In spite for the cheering from the crowd, the runners were nervous.
		 In spite of the cheering from the crowd, the runners were nervous.
2 Their goal was to finishing the race all together.
		 Their goal was to finish the race all together.
3 Sometimes it is meaningfuler to help others win.
		 Sometimes it is more meaningful to help others win.

F 	Combine two sentences into one.

1

That’s the restaurant. We met for the first time there.
> That’s the restaurant where we met for the first time.

2

The library is a place. You can borrow books there.
>

3

The library is a place where you can borrow books.

That is the drawer. I keep my T-shirts there.
>

That is the drawer where I keep my T-shirts.

I Know the Story
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